One-dimensional genome scanning: identification of the basis of a mouse mutation and identification of genomic changes in ovarian carcinoma.
We have developed a simple one-dimensional electrophoretic method, genome scanning, that can be used to identify large-scale genomic differences between two or more DNA samples. Genome scanning is especially useful in the detection of genetic amplifications, deletions, and rearrangements. The assay is essentially a high-resolution Southern analysis, comparing equivalent amounts of genomic DNA samples that are variant for a given trait. The Southern blots are hybridized to a probe sequence derived from a medium copy number repetitive element (1000-2000 copies per haploid genome) naturally dispersed throughout the genome. The hybridization pattern that results is complex and consists of hundreds of bands. If the DNA samples are otherwise equivalent, a net difference in hybridization intensity between homologous bands of different samples indicates a genetic change. In this report, we discuss the origin of the method, its premise, and review its application to mouse mutational analysis and to human cancer research (a more detailed discussion of the theory is presented elsewhere in this issue; Y. Gondo and M. H. Brilliant, Electrophoresis 1995, 16, 174-178).